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A
s we started to pull 
together stories for 

this newsletter, I 

quickly realized that 

each story had one thing in 

common: extraordinary people. 

People who selflessly give to their 

neighborhoods and communities, 

bettering the lives of both friends 

and strangers alike.

 I had the pleasure of meeting 

many of you at our membership 

reception held earlier this year. 

The passion for land preservation and stewardship that was expressed to 

me during our conversations was overwhelming. It reminded me that 

what you and I do or don’t do today has a tremendous impact on shaping 

the future of the places we love. 

 I use that passion and determination every day as inspiration, 

reminded that we can’t rest and be satisfied with our successes. 

We must be vigilant and continue to work to preserve the places that 

create our identity and make us unique.

 As you read through the following pages, you will be introduced to 

people who are meeting the challenge of continuing the work. I hope you 

can feel the promise and strength in their stories, and the way they drive 

others to action. You will meet landowners who truly love the land and 

appreciate the need to preserve it for the future. You’ll find examples of 

organizations stepping up to fund life-changing projects. And, you’ll 

meet volunteer leaders who pull people together to make immediate and 

lasting impacts on the community. 

 Each story exemplifies a strong commitment to preserving and 

protecting our natural landscape. It really is amazing what can be 

accomplished when extraordinary people - like you - work together.
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GIVING OPTIONS
More Ways to Make the Difference

ould you like to make an immediate, Wpowerful impact on saving the places you 
love here in North Alabama?
    By becoming a Land Baron, Land Steward, or 

Sustaining Member you can set up monthly credit 
or debit card donations in just one initial transaction.
    These monthly giving programs are easier on your 
budget by allowing you to give the same amount or 
more on an annual basis in manageable monthly 
amounts.

*Land Trust’s Land Baron program: your dollars 
go directly to land acquisition.

*Land Stewards prefer to donate specifically for 
stewardship of permanently protected properties. 

*Our Sustaining Members help provide a 
consistent and reliable source of funding for the 
operating needs of the Land Trust.

    Our members have 
helped make our 
extraordinary 
preservation success 
possible. Move 
forward with us in 
the coming years as 
we continue to make 
great strides in 
protecting natural 
North Alabama. 
    Encourage your 
family and friends to 
join today!
    

For details on the Land Trust’s monthly giving programs, 
contact Hallie Porter at 256.534.LAND or email Hallie@LandTrustNAL.org.

Land Trust Members and 
supporters gathered for a 

fun-filled evening, learning 
about new projects and remembering favorite hikes and properties. We had a 
great time reconnecting with old friends and meeting new ones. Thanks to our 
gracious host FirstBank.

The Vision: Member Reception at FirstBank
PARTNERS IN 



A Trail Tale

     And, for one man, the preserve and new trails have become 
more than just a place to visit. Harvest Square Nature Preserve 
has literally been life changing for Thomas Craig.
    He has struggled with Parkinson’s Disease for seven years. 
    In his words, his legs “started giving out.”  His doctors told 
him to stay off uneven surfaces.  After growing up on a farm and 
spending his leisure time in the woods and near the water before 
he retired from SCI, he was devastated.  
    Craig discovered Harvest Square about two months ago 
“during prime crappie spawning time.”  He decided he'd try 
fishing.  When he first came to the Square, he could only walk to 
the dock and back. “But now,” he says, “I'm all over the place.”
    Craig now comes to the nature preserve on a daily basis. He is 
but one of several regular visitors and spends his mornings and 
often his evenings fishing from the dock.  He catches crappie, 
brim, and bass, dispenses sage fishing advice, and watches the 
raccoon that comes out at dusk to check for crumbs at the 
pavilion.  His life is much richer for being able to enjoy the 
outdoors                   once again.

he property now known as Harvest Square Nature Preserve Thas changed a lot since 2009, when it was donated to the 
Land Trust. With the help of Madison County, several 

Eagle Scouts, and many Land Trust volunteers, it has been 
transformed into an active community gathering spot. In the past 
few years, the parking lot and pavilion have been built, trails have 
been cut, and benches have been installed.

   Even though it is the smallest of our nature preserves, it quickly 
became one of the most popular. As more folks discovered the 
friendly amenities, the Land Trust received kudos, requests, and 
comments:
 

    “I use a wheelchair and love to fish but I can't get to the ponds.”

     “Love taking my kids for walks on the trails, but the stroller doesn't work 
        well on the grass. Will you make a stroller-friendly trail?”
 

   “Thank you for the sturdy bridges. Just wish they were closer to the   

     water and that the path was flatter so my wheelchair could roll right
    onto them.”

   Realizing that this property was ideal to offer more people the 
opportunity to get outdoors, the Land Trust asked the Jane K. 
Lowe Foundation to help us create our first accessible trail. 
By partnering together, a new eight foot wide, level, hard-packed 
path was constructed. 
   The new pathway now meanders between the two ponds and is 
easily traveled by foot, stroller, or wheelchair. It is a huge success! 
Neighbors routinely fish, walk their dogs, birdwatch, and picnic at 
the pavilion. 

The Land Trust would like to thank 
the Jane K. Lowe Foundation for their 

investment dollars which have helped improve lives.
Special thanks to Matthew Gillespie, 

Harbaugh Construction, Vulcan Materials Company, and
Madison County District Four Commissioner Phil Vandiver 

for their generous assistance with this project.

“This place has helped me mentally and physically. 
  The new (hard-pack) trail has been a godsend. 

  I don't walk very fast but now I get where I want 
  to go. My doctor is just amazed at what has 

  happened since I've been coming here.”          
                                                         - Thomas Craig        

Celebrating Nature 
on National Trails Day

What better way to spend National Public Trails Day than to create 
a trailhead and open a new nature preserve? Volunteers from 
Lockheed Martin and Lanier Ford, Land Trust Board 

members, volunteers, and staff took on the newly designated Green 
Mountain Nature Preserve. 
    Madison County Commission District 3 began the project by clearing and 
constructing a parking lot. 

The volunteers then went to work. 
They created the new trailhead, 
installed interpretive signs, built a 
bridge, and created a loop trail.
    “Partnering with the Land Trust 
is crucial to secure our quality of 
life in this city full of next gener-
ation rocket scientists and astro-
nauts,” said Jon Sharpe, Site 
Director at Lockheed Martin. 
“As we help carve the trailheads 
and pathways at the newly acquired 
Alum Hollow acres on South Green 
Mountain, we take pride in leaving 
our legacy across the Tennessee 
Valley.”

PARTNERS FOR
Stewardship

Celebrating a partnership with the City of Huntsville, the Land Trust of North Alabama dedicated new trails and a new trailhead 
on our Monte Sano Nature Preserve on May 3, 2016. Huntsville Mayor Tommy Battle and City Councilman Mark Russell 
assisted with the dedication.

    “More and more, folks yearn for a little outdoor adventure in 
their lives,” Huntsville Mayor Tommy Battle said.  “Thanks to the 
Land Trust of North Alabama, citizens of Huntsville have yet 
another option when it comes to enjoying our nature offerings. 
Oak Park Trail and Buzzard's Roost will bring 1.5 miles of new 
trails for hikers, mountain bikers, and runners to enjoy.”
    “The new trailhead project was initiated by Land Trust 
members Frances and Scott Akridge,” said Marie Bostick, 
Executive Director of the Land Trust. “They had long wanted a 
way to connect their neighborhood to our Monte Sano Nature 
Preserve trail system.”
    The neighborhood was energized and worked tirelessly until 
the trails were complete and connected to the overall trail 
network. Now residents can easily access the many miles of trails 
on Monte Sano without the need to get in their car to drive to a 
distant trailhead.

Watch the City of Huntsville’s report on the grand opening:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wTYxXYlc6Gg

Scott Akridge noted that a survey of Northeast Huntsville Civic Association 
members shows that Land Trust’s Monte Sano Nature Preserve 

is an important asset to their community.

Rocket City engineers always find the best way to get the job done!

Neighbors Make a BIG Impact
Oak Park trails, trailhead now a reality
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Huntsville Mayor Tommy 

Battle, Huntsville 

Councilwoman Jennie 

Robinson, and Madison 

County Commissioners 

Eddie Sisk and Phil 

Riddick joined Land Trust 

supporters in thanking 

the Kuehlthaus for their 

generosity. 

      The Kuehlthaus have long 
enjoyed their Green Mountain land, 
which is noted for its many natural 
and historic features and its scenic 
beauty. They recognized the 
importance of protecting the 
pristine 122 acres and reached out 
to the Land Trust of North 
Alabama. The Land Trust gratefully 
accepted the generous donation in 
March. 

Protecting a Treasure
    The parcel contains one of the 
most unspoiled mountain coves in 
Madison County. Part of the 
Southern Cumberland Plateau, the 
newly preserved lands have 
magnificent karst features and rock 
outcrops. Streams flow through the 
property with several waterfalls 
cascading down the mountainside. 
And, views from the sandstone 

W hen you care about your community you give back. “Sue and I have enjoyed hiking 
this area with our dogs over the years,” affirmed Bob Kuehlthau. “We are happy to donate 
it to the Land Trust to assure it is preserved for the residents of Huntsville. We are so 

thankful there is an organization like the Land Trust to preserve the land in its natural state.”

ridge offer glimpses of the 
Tennessee River in the distance. 

     As the trail descends to the Alum 

Cave rock shelter, you can feel the 

power of this place and understand 

why it has drawn people to it for so 

many years. 

 “It has been a pleasure to work 

with Bob and Sue on their donation 

of this extraordinary land,” said 

Marie Bostick, Land Trust 

Executive Director. “Thanks to their 

insight and generosity, the 

uniqueness and beauty of Alum 

Hollow will be protected for people 

to appreciate and enjoy forever.”

     This incredible property is also a 
tangible link to our cultural history. 
According to archaeologist Ben 
Hoksbergen, the parcel holds a 

Protection SAVING THE 
    LAND THEY LOVE
SAVING THE 
    LAND THEY LOVE

prehistoric Native American camp 
(ca.10,300 – 9,100 BC) as well as 
Alum Cave, a rock shelter that  
was used during the Middle Wood-
land period (1AD  – 500AD).
 
    “We hope others will travel up 
to Green Mountain to enjoy the 
beautiful trees, bluffs, and streams 
as much as we have,” Kuehlthau 
stated.  “It will now always be here 
for future generations. We can 
think of no better way to take care 
of the land that we love.”
     The new trailhead off South 
Shawdee Road welcomes visitors 
to the Green Mountain Nature 
Preserve where history and nature 
are woven together. As Bob and 
Sue suggested: Enjoy!

PARTNERS FOR

    A mother watched her child’s fascinated expression as 
he carefully counted the segments of the tiny creature 
from the stream. 
    A father gracefully accepted his daughter’s offering of 
a tadpole. The little girl spun back toward the stream in 
search of more treasures. The dad couldn’t stop smiling.
    It must be “Tuesdays on the Trail.”  

Education
PARTNERS IN 

Encouraging the Next Land Stewards

    “Tuesdays on the Trail” is the Land Trust’s award winning 
environmental education outreach. Since 2009, these June and 
July events have grown to wait-list popularity. Some programs 
have become much anticipated favorites like fishing at Harvest 
Square Nature Preserve. Others continue to draw capacity 
crowds, such as an evening with the 1/4 million endangered 
grey bats of Sauta Cave near Scottsboro.
    The free events are memory-makers and snapshots of nature 
that may help shape some future land stewards. We hope you’ve 
discovered:
      * The joy of sharing a cane pole on a glassy pond

 * The downstroke of a raptor’s wing fanning the air
* The strong connection between art and nature
* The absolute awe of a cloud of grey bats overhead
* Understanding that even the smallest of creatures

        have value and can indicate the health of an ecosystem
 
* Gratitude for the beauty of North Alabama and that

    it is very important to protect it

     Thank you to all who have worked to make these programs 
so popular. And, thanks to all the parents (and children) who 
have been with us on these fun journeys.
     As we look toward our 30th year, we encourage you to walk 
a trail - listen for birds - enjoy the sights and sounds of a 
waterfall. And, join us on a future TOTT event or a guided hike. 
Then, enjoy nature’s beauty on your own. There’s always 
something new around the next bend of a trail!

“Thank you! I will never look at the woods and this stream the same way again.”

"In the end we will conserve only what we love, we will love 
only what we understand, we will understand only what we 
are taught.”               -Senegalese Conservationist Babe Dioum
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